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Future
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In the next 10-20 years we are
expecting a massive increase in 
the population > 65 years and a 
decrease in younger population
Source: Amt der Tiroler Landesregierung - TirStat
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Amongst the European countries with highest health expenses



Compared to Sweden: 
Austrians have 16 less
healthy life years
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SUMMARY: Lifestyle changes
Epigenetic markers to monitor efficacy of preventive interventions



Intermittent Fasting (Caloric Restriction Misaligned and Aligned vs Ad Libitum)
Rationale

Acosta-Rodriguez et al, Science 2022
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Ulgherait et al, Nature 2021

The TRF and iTRF schedules optimally 
extended lifespan when initiated at day 10 
of the flies’ adulthood and terminated at 
day 40. Beyond day 40, the authors observed 
no clear lifespan benefit with iTRF, and a pos-
sible shortening  of the remaining lifespan with 
TRF. The age range in which TRF or iTRF can 
be beneficial should be considered before 
translating such an intervention to the clinic.

As with studies of intermittent fasting in 
mice1,9, the authors ruled out the possibil-
ity that iTRF was inadvertently inducing a 
restriction in food intake; indeed, flies on the 
iTRF regime ate more food than did those 
with continuous access to food. Further-
more, the combination of iTRF with caloric 
or dietary-protein restriction led to a greater 
lifespan extension than did either inter vention 
alone, indicating that these manipulations 
extend lifespan through distinct mechanisms 
(Fig. 1b) — as has also been observed in mouse 
studies1,7,8. Altering signalling by the hormone 
insulin extends lifespan in many organisms, 
including fruit flies10. Ulgherait et al. found 
that flies with a lifespan-increasing alteration 
in insulin signalling lived even longer when 
the alteration was combined with iTRF. This 
again demonstrates that distinct mechanisms 
underlie the two interventions . These studies 
show that iTRF has the potential to be com-
bined with either dietary or insulin- related 

interventions to achieve a greater improve-
ment in health and lifespan than either type of 
intervention could bring about alone.

Feeding behaviour and metabolism in 
flies, rodents and humans are regulated by 
an internal 24-hour (circadian) clock — in 
which a set of genes interact to coordinate 
various cell functions according to the time 
of day6,11. In a series of experiments in mutant 
flies in which different clock genes (includ-
ing Clock, period and timeless) were disabled, 
Ulgherait and colleagues demonstrated that 
the circadian clock is required for the health 
and lifespan benefits of iTRF to take effect 
(Fig. 1). In addition, flies that were put on an 
iTRF schedule that was shifted by 12 hours, so 
that the fasting period occurred mostly dur-
ing the day instead of at night, lived no longer 
than those with unrestricted access to food 
— suggesting that iTRF might exert its effects 
through a mechanism that is regulated by the 
circadian clock. 

Autophagy is regulated by the circadian 
clock such that it peaks at night, and it has 
previously been associated with longevity4–6. 
The authors show that genetic disruption of 
components of the intracellular machinery 
needed for autophagy prevents  iTRF from 
extending lifespan. They also show that 
using a genetic technique to artificially drive 
autophagy above usual levels at night-time in 

flies with continuous access to food extends  
lifespan. Thus, the clock-driven boost in auto-
phagy at night4,5 is crucial for the effects of 
iTRF on healthy lifespan. Because Ulgherait 
and colleagues have revealed these underlying 
molecular mechanisms, and shown when they 
occur, it might be possible to identify drugs 
that can be used to mimic the effects of iTRF 
specifically on night-time autophagy.

The past decade has seen the convergence 
of research into nutrition and circadian 
rhythms, the possible synergies between them 
and their combined effects on human health 
and ageing. Emerging evidence suggests 
that the timing of meals and fasting periods 
with respect to circadian rhythms is crucial 
for reaping many of the health and longevity 
benefits that are provided by calorie restric-
tion, without the need to restrict nutrient 
intake9,12. Further research into the potential 
of strategies that are based on the timing of 
food intake, calorie loads and diet quality 
should establish whether scheduling food 
intake according to circadian rhythms yields 
consistent and meaningful benefits across 
organs and species. These studies suggest 
the intriguing possibility that behavioural or 
lifestyle changes could be used worldwide to 
improve healthy longevity, without the need 
for expensive pharmacological agents.
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Figure 1 | Timing of eating without a change in diet composition substantially improves healthy 
longevity. a, Ulgherait et al.3 found that, compared with fruit flies with continuous access to food (ad lib), 
flies on an intermittent time-restricted feeding schedule (iTRF), in which 20-hour fasting periods that ran 
overnight were alternated with 28-hour feeding periods, lived longer. The expression of genes that make 
up the internal 24-hour clock — including period (per) and timeless (tim) — oscillates during the day–night 
cycle, and iTRF enhanced night-time expression of per and tim. These changes in clock-gene expression 
resulted in higher night-time expression of proteins required for autophagy, a process in which intracellular 
material is degraded for recycling. b, Caloric restriction (CR), dietary restriction (DR) and changes in insulin 
signalling also promote autophagy, but the effect of iTRF on healthy lifespan is distinct from and additive to 
these other interventions. 
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LIFE-Tirol Lasting Health through Intermittent Fasting, Emotional Firmness and Exercise in Tirol

The first study of its kind
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LIFE-Tirol

Visit 1 (Month 0)
• Informed Consent
• Medical History, Physical

Exam
• Sample taking
• Explanation App
• Questionnaire: QoL, Nutrition, 

Stress, Exercise
• Fitnesstracker
• Device for ketosis

Visit 2 (Month 2)
• Visit
• Samples/Exams
• Meeting with Coach (IF, EXC, 

WB)

Visit 3 (Month 4)
• Visit
• Samples/Exams
• Meeting with additional 

Coaches (IF+EXC, IF+WB)

Visit 4 (Month 6)
• Visit
• Samples/Exams

Visit 5 (Month 8)
• Visit
• Samples/Exams

No
Intervention

Interventions-
start
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SUN-Tirol Smoking Undone Naturally in Tirol

The first study of its kind

* Feedback regarding smoke-related epigenetic alterations
(gradual improvement) after 4 and 8 months

Intervention Number Volunteers
Smoke-Stop with
Biofeedback*

100

Smoke-Stop without
Biofeedback*

100
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